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CHAPTER X
XJmrJEttCTKW
With all of the present day concern over the nation’s physical 
fitness* It la not difficult to coo why 00 m r y  young people are 
locking for raethods of improving their own physical condition. The 
physical education profession mast be prepared to offer assistance to 
these people in the form of established information and reooansndatlone 
that could aid In the selection of physical activities designed to ia- 
prow overall physical fitness. Xs the interoebolactic sports program 
the answer?
Iteny physical educators have stated that rmborr of lnterscho~ 
laetie athletic testae do not Improve in physical fitness because the 
various sports in the high school athletic program do not give a strong 
enough build-up program for the participants. Dr. Raymond A. tfeie-s of 
Sew Tork tftdvarslty feels that snorts nay not develop physical fitness* 
but that they provide the activation for an individual to develop M o >  
self so that he oon perforn motor skills better*'*’
other proednent. educators feel that arcerdse is not essential in 
order to develop the operational fitness required in the present day.
ItaiSfe
■*Hayiaond A, Weiss, "Do .-ports Produce Fitness?" Journal of Health, 
'.■jpg Hecreatlon. XXXII (’brash* 1961)* p. 20.
1
2Fox* instance, Br* 8M2ia» Berry Ifacfc, fools that Arwrlcane are orerfod, 
seriously ttndtorntcuriehod and that physical strength and etenina mnng 
public school students aan be developed through diet alone*2In  view of the look of agreemni «eo®f profeealonal educators ©on*, 
coming the rolationohlp between participation In  laterseholast&e athle- 
ties and physical fltners, it would appear that acre knowledge is needed 
by professional physical educator® in this field in order to establish 
firstly the physical fitness values gained through participation in high 
school athletic®. The need for this informtion beooooe cron greater 
when one thinks of the mmwnt of tine end wmey spent in the area of com­
petitive athletics *
S g s ^ O i E l M
The purpose of this study m s  to detemin© the effect® of an en- 
tire season's participation in the interechclaotic sports of baeketball9 
football, hockey and ewiming on actor fitness*
H>re specifically an attempt m s  node to compare actor fitness 
levels ©f ©elected expevim nt& l groups of trained atkletee with each 
other and with a control group of non-athletes who participated only 
in the required physical ©diasation progsea*
flirt-tit n t Hi— nrftln
The problem ©f this study involved the semiring of motor fitness 
levels of selected interecholaotio athletic squads on a before and after 
season basis and cosparing thorn results with those of a control group
2M, H. fowls, «poee Sports Equal Fitness,'* Educational Digest*
tan <r«pte»ber, 1957), p. 35*
©f boys who were not Bashers of any interscbolastlc squads*
M M M g a s
1* Egpertaeatta Srouos - la this study refers- to the group® of 
boys who have participated in a fall season of basketball, 
football, hockey or ewiming.
2* Control Croup - la this study refers to a group of boys 
eoi^tefit random from the sea-athletes that participate 
la the regular Virginia Senior H i #  School Physical Fduea- 
tion Program of class Instruction*
3* flflfflwr f T f l M  IffitffiTfl"! • * * * * *  to the requiredclasses of instruction in physical education that all soph©* 
sores and juniors must take at Virginia High School and to 
the voluntary classes of the same Instruction for seniors* 
These classes meet two tine* a week*
This study was United to boys in the senior hi# school at 
Virginia, Minnesota* It included a single non-athlete control group 
of fifteen bays, end four ewperiaental group© of boy® who have partici­
pated in basketball, football, hockey or svlming*
There was no attempt to equate the eocperlmental groups is regard 
to number of participants, previous fitness levels or the type of pro­
gram offered by the coach of each- i»rtioular sport, because this study 
used the naan improvement of each group*
Vo boy participated in aor* than one expariaental group, although 
they rosy have participated In other sports* Spring sports wore left 
out of this study because there tins too ouch duplication of athletes 
from fall and winter sports, and because of the short spring season in 
northern Mtaosseta*
The control group was selected at random from the boys in the 
regular j^rsioal education classes that were not members of athletic
teane. It war reooenised that this group bad less ©p^rtcnAty to la» 
prove their pt^eloal fltnees tinder organised sup«nri«ion*
ciik ? m . n
R T O  cr RFUT&D OTSMTOK!
There are m a y  ways to defend intorscholastic athletics as a 
valuable part of the total educative process. Fop mma&lQ Dr* Gian A* 
Oldop the presidosit of Springfield College, la M b article, "In Defease 
of Sports," states that "the %/bol» m a  » body, adnd, spirit - is the 
proper objectAv© of education.”1
*!uch has been written on the value of sports in producing charac­
ter , ©operation, ooi3petlt.lv© spirit and w o n  the dmulcpasn* of social 
poise# Magr ©deflators feel that the greatest value of sports nay lie 
in the disciplinary control it e&n hold over a student body# The par- 
pose of this study, however, urn to analyse the motor fitness changes 
that m b  be and© to farther justify the «q»jiee of this rather selective 
for® of education*
«# H* !<forrl© in hi© article, "Does Sports Sepal Fitness,” feels 
that interseholastic athletics ere too selective fey nature, so they do 
act fit everyone*© needs* He urges a acre moderate attitude toward the 
importance of competitive sports, feat not the aboliefejont of then* fie 
point® out that we develop oarry-orvor activities early in life, and that 
an athlete of football and basketball is- very likely to be a spectator
^Qlenn A* Olds, "In Defense of Sports,"
tl«£ M m t iM m .M  S a m n & S m * t x m  M } ,  p. Is.
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6before ego 30, Morris recognisct: athletics as a fora of education to r
the gifted, but criticises our edosational eyetean to r not giving thl®
2sane attention to other areas*
Hobson’s article on “Standards in Athletics for Boys" indicates 
our country’s growing concern greet the fact that our youth are below 
European children in physical fitness tests, as shown by the Krause* 
Weber testing. He ways that m  do not need Busela’e formalised oommi 
exercise program to develop fitness, but rather aore participation la
3teen ganse to develop the type o f individual our country needs*
President Elsenhower’s Council on Youth Fitness halls sports as
the cor© off the physical education progenia in the American System, It
salutes sporte ae the aoet inclusive and far reaching area of recreation 
/activities.
The HPAA Fitness Ccraadttee’s reeooraeadatlons urge every masher 
Institution and conference to Increase insofar as possible the number 
of sports being conducted in intercollegiate and intrwiural activity 
and increase the nmstoer of teas® competing In all sports, such as junior 
varsity, fYeshnen and light weight tease.^
In their book, E 9 *g m m & & .j£ ..2 ste , B S ^ S S . jgL£sSfl&&25^
?»** 1U Murrls, "Does Sport® Equal Fitness,« Educational Digest* 
XXin (September, 1951), p p* 34*36.
Hobson, "Standards in Athletics for Boys," National Aeeociation 
ofSccoalaxy School Principal’s Hulletin. XLV (Aprtt, 1 9 ^ V  154-57.
^Council on Youth Fitness, "Sports Yield Youth Fitness," Journal of 
Education and Heoreatloa. XXXI (January, 1960)# P* 66*
% ob Tlaailton, "Athletic Director locks at Fitness," Journal of 
iidth. Physical Education and ruuctcatlea. XXVIII (September, 1957),
Pp. 14-15.
7Lee and t&tpmr derate two chapters to fltneee, and they define It Cwa
the standpoint of living and everyday necessities, They believe that 
exercise la not to develop bulky jauseles, bat to mlntaln effective 
heart-lime ftewstloalng,^
In an attempt to provide a basis of ^notification for athletics, 
C. 0. Jnckeon has listed the following objectiveb for Intor&oholastie 
and intorooll©i“iate athletics *
1, Develop and aaintaln the organic systm.
2* Develop desirable attitudes? toward play, physical education 
and rest and relaxation.
3. Develop neurtnaueanlar skills which acre satisfying and useful*
4. Develop socially desirable standards of conduct as a citizen 
in a deaseratie society and an interdependent wsrM.7
The Booth American Federation of USA's released a statement 
that, "gems and sports increase in a rewritable m m ar the actor 
ability of the players."8 Tide is a factor not always duly evaluated 
as an element contributing to personal growth.
There has been quite a large mount of research dona relating to 
physical fitness, but very little reference eon be found regarding the 
value of a stogie season's participation. Moot stadias done over a 
short duration relate to cardiovascular, pulse ratio and body masure-* 
rsent changes.
^Mabel Lee and Mir im  V, Wagner, 
Conditioning. Philadelphia* W. B. f49, pp.
xm A t h l w
®The
Sport® and ««*»>, - 
n n  (’foventoer, l ^ V ,  p* 3
fc'outh American Federation of THJA's, "Character Faltses in
,tjon and Recreation.
6KoeefeP at Sfrtagflald College found that in m m  of the tost© of 
balance and atoadinees \me a significant difference obtained between 
scores m d e  ty the athlete© and mn-atfeletes whether defined in term 
of successful varsity participation or in terns of athletic ability*
The diffororces in m et cases were in ffcwor of the athletes. Be need 
the Springfield College Balance Flatforn Test and the Whipple f teadinees 
Test.
At the University of Oregon in 1951, Yatehmencfr10 found that a 
significant difference exists between basketball players and non-ethletos 
for both slnple hand-eye reaction tine and simple foot-eye reaction tine. 
It m s  ale© found that a Moderate difference exists In sinple-eyc r*» 
action tine between the basketball play ere and mu-athletes used in 
this study. In both e&ees the baftkatb&ll players were significantly 
faster*
Series'1* at the University of Oregon in 1952, found that a pro­
gram of fundamentals (basic physical ©dotation) f»r one team would 
bring a group of college boys who failed to pass the initial physical 
proficiency tests up to a level of proficiency which is eoaparshle to 
that possessed by those who passed these tests la the initial attempts.
^Robert J, Umeh, “A Costparative Study of Steadiness in Athletes 
and 3on-Athleteo, ‘’Springfield, Itwssaobusotts t Unpublished £d* 0*
Thesis, Education, Springfield College, 1939*
^ h v m x i Tatcfemonoff, "A Comparison of Certain Reaction Time® of 
Basketball Players and 'Ton-Athlete© Sixteen to .Eighteen leers of Age," 
Eugene* Cnpubliehed If* 8* Thesis, University of Oregon, 1951*
•^Leonard A* Curlee, "The Contributions of a Physical Education 
Course Toward Physical Fitness," Soyas* t Unpublished M. S. Thesis, 
Physical Education, Unlwwsity of Oregon, 1952*
9In an attempt to determine the relative contribution that each
activity and each class m d e  toward ianroveaent In physical fitness as
ISmeasured by p&tform am la the vork-jacter, Goblera&n at the University 
of Oregon in 1949, found la tom of degrees of ia^wveraent the activi­
ties ranked in the following orders awiwlng, wrestling, fluid— antala, 
body building, soccer, touch football, tennis and apparatus and tiling*
Using the Jump and reach as a test of power, Anderson^ at the 
University of flew Mexico la 1949, found so* eorrelatioa between newer 
and intelligence quotients on 1,033 high school boys. He also found 
power to be a®, important element in athletic success and the differences 
in power between athletic gretrr® stowed that power is acre closely asso­
ciated with ecffle athletic groan® than with others. Track men surpassed 
all others in power performance.
At the University of Oregon in 1947, ^Eleea,1^  in attesting te 
evaluate* the relative contribution® of service courses to ptyv*ioal fit­
ness by using a battery of actor performance tests which purported to 
w s m m s  physical fitness, found the body building classes? made greater 
improvement in physical fitness as determined by the composite T-eoore 
than any other activity. The other activities ranked in the following 
position® according to their gainst (2) wrestling, (3) heading,
^Harry 1, Gobleran, Jr., “A study of Physical Activity Courses in 
Tew® of Their Contribution Toward Physical Fitness," Eugene* Unpub­
lished M* S* Thesis, Physical location, University of Oregon, 1949.
^Roy L. Anderson, tt Physical Bower Helationahlpe,” Unpublished 
K. £. Thesis, r^ysieal Education, University cf !$gw Mexico, 1949.
$• ’Tilsen, "An Evaluation of th® Relative Contributions of 
Service Courses to Thysical Fitness," Eugene* Unpublished M. s# Thesis, 
Physical Education, Univerrlty of Oregon, 1949.
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U 5  basketball, (5) *pf*»tue, (6) volleyball and (?) evincing*
fn a study of noter fitness of football, basketball and trackmen 
at the University of ‘forth Carolina, Hutto,found that college play* 
eve improved thrmighout the year eaceept in track, as shown by three 
actor fitness tests*
Hoff-.an* s etudy*^ was laado to find out whether or not partici­
pation la football, basketball, track and the physical activity program 
contributed to the strength dovolopiwmt of the portdcljAnt according to 
the tbesas iwasurod by Roger** Physical Capacity feet. He found that 
after analysing the data he could m ke the following eceelueionei
1, the Physios! Education progma does contribute to the strength 
development of the individual*
2* the athletic program contribute© to the strength devolorraent 
of tho individual*
3, Football, In this study, node the greatest contribution to 
strength dovelopjasai.
A* Football seeeaed to be nor© conducive to the development of
a m  starength and leg strength.5* Seutketball contributed- to arts and leg  strength*
6* Track contributed acre to book strength than either of the 
other two sports*
7* Cfett the average th© athlete showed a higher ©core both at the
beginning and at the end of the season than the non-athlete*
*%«* K. Hutto, "A Study of Certain Effects of Varsity Athletics Upon the Hbtor Fitness of the Players," Bawleigh* Physical Education,University of Sbrth Carolina#
B* Boffswa, "Strength Comparison of Athletes and Mon* Athletes in th® Xte*w» Mmcured by Soger*© ftycieel Capacity Teste,"Ann Arbrm, JfUMLgsftt Unpublished H* .>-* Thesis, Physical Education, University of *€altfflRA#
n64 The v iato r progress o f ptycdeal education, which included 
gymastiee, swiadLsg, wrestling, aM basketball seeded to 
shew ft greater contribution toward gain in  beak strength 
than any on© sport#9 , The athlete® showed a gain o f approxlm tely twice th at o f non-athletee ia  a l l  ite m  tested except grip#10* Strength o f arras, legs asd back wore the ones affected  aoat- 
by Intcarsoholastic athletic©#
HaDomld^ at the tMwrr-ity of Jtcrth Dakota found that, in hia 
study, football players as « group bad a substantially greater mean on 
the Reger’s Strength test, and all itoas o f the test than did the non­
athlete# t’ookey player® as a group had a greater mem t2 an the aoa- 
athletes on the Roger*a Test and all item of strength except left grip, 
which was lower# basketball players were found to have the lowest m m  
of the athletic gyeupi in all item of strength, except right grip. Aft 
a grwip, basketball was not substantially higher oa the strength index 
than the aon-athletio group. On back strength and lung capacity the 
basketball group was? mush higher than the mn-atfcletes,
fr m  the review of literature, it ie evident that there are m a y  
and varied opinions in regard to physical fitness iaprovomnt through 
athletics and a physical education program# Time appears to be w r y  
little question that varsity athletes haw higher fitness lewis during 
their playing days than acm aftt&etee, but there 1® wary little agreement 
on whether sport® bring about the**© higher levels directly#
17Jcel M. jkjDonold, "Strength a© a Measure of Athletic Ability in 
College Man at the Thtiwrslty of TTorth Dakota/ Grand Porks, Sfbrth 
Dakota* Unpublished JC, 8. Thssia, Physical Education, University of
north Dakota, 1955.
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Thor© Is apparently vary little agreement on which sports aye 
conducive to the greatest inprevanent in selected aretu* of ptyrrieal 
fitnece. In addition, it m om doubtful to m i&  phyvleal educators 
that a highly trained athlete will iapw ra wore over a season than « 
non-athlete whose original f i tones level nay have been lower.
iCHARTER 111 
f iFTTHOD OF JROCEOTRS
For a study of tbia nature tlte Method of Procedure could bo ox- 
treacly varied. The author felt that It would bo bert to work with 
partloipaate froa only oao school #o that the tooting could be eon- 
ductal under strict supervision. Tbe Virginia Senior High School vac 
selected ar the source from which to choose the participants.
gjSL^IssL-Qg,
In this study the participants consisted of 12 ©utuaere, 13 foot­
ball playor p , 14 basketball players and 11 hockey players, all senior 
high school laersbor?? of their respective varsity terns* Also included 
in the study were 15 non-athletes selected at random from the non-atis- 
letes in the senior high school physical education program.
Since equated groups were act necessary for this study, the st&- 
jcots were ©elected strictly hoexmm of me bereMp on a r«rtie.ilar 
athletic squad. Although some of the boy® participated In more than 
one sport during the year, none of then were used for more than one of 
the experimental groups*
In order to get a random sampling of the ncr—athletes, 63 boy* 
who hare not participated in any varsity sports were ranked br their 
scores on the Iowa Brace Test of > to tor Kdncability. In case of tic 
scores the bey with -the beat Minnesota Physical Efficiency score was
13
uranked first. Then tasgirntag with the roc id highest ranked boy, eray 
fourth one ms ehoecn to be a ragppeaetftatfve tamper of the uca-athletie 
control group. It w  fblt that this would give aa adequate saapUn® 
of the varlcxso fitnet© potential available froo the n>iv-*tblet©e in the 
senior high school.
& rom _of .Physical fitness 
Se looted for the Stasiy
For this study it m s  decided to run a series of ~itneoe teste
that would cover a wide arm of total fitness. The Hew York State Hgr- 1deal Fitness Teat was found to be owe of the best raotor fitness bat* 
terias available, because it had a specific test for seven different 
areas of fitness - posture, accuracy, strength, agility, enead, balance 
and endurance*
The writer felt that it would be tsmeoeesary to cheek on accuracy 
ae an area of physical fitness since this is a specific skill nore 
closely related to certain sports, and also that it would be too dif­
ficult to accurately ebook on nocture impremmoat during the United 
tine available fur this testing prograa. kith this in nlnd it was de­
cided to elindnate these two teste and substitute the vertical Juap as 
a test of power, bemoan this test is ecj*»»3y used la studied of this type*
The Test Battery
1* Pull^Tr>e (etrcw-ihl .-Ac a faaasure of strength, pull-ups were used oa 
a hnrlaontal bar adjusted so that the tallori boy could hang fully
^The IbiiVKsrrlty of the State of 9m Toric, Use tlm York rtate "fry- 
sieal Fitness Test. Albany* The Ctete EducetiPn ~I>epacr^ni, 1958.
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extended without touching his toes to the floor. The reverse or tinder- 
hand grip with palras toward the face war used, and the participant had 
to pull hineelf up so that his arras were completely flexed and the chin 
vete level with the bar* Then he had to let Jiraeelf dow to a fully os- 
tended position again.
The boys were instructed to null th— selves up as many tines as 
possible without stopping for a rest in between. Each whole pull-up 
counted one point if executed exactly as indicated above without any 
external foroer such as leg kicking or swinging.
2* The Tide-step (agility) .-The side-step method m s  used to test 
agility. The participant took a standing position astride the center 
line of three parallel lines marked off on the gym floor, five feet in 
length and four feet apart, as indicated in Figure 1.
------- 3----------------------*
/
J4/
-------- 1
I 
I
+'
I
_____i_
Figure 1* The Side Step Test
The scorer took the position indicated above in Figure 1, fac­
ing tho subject to be terted* Vith a stop-watch in hand he gave the 
com and, reader - go, and tho subject began by sidestepping to hie left 
an rapidly as possible until his left foot touched the floor outside
Sourer
uthe line to M e  left. This eounted one point. Then' he sowed back to 
hie right across the center line, and t Me counted one point. The 
subject oontlwwd to him rl#t until M s  right foot crossed the out- 
side sight line, and this counted another point. He then continued 
bade and forth until ten second® eseplred, and the scorer gave the 
ocarnal to holt. M s  total score vac nwslber of lines crossed In the 
above Indicated mister during the ten second period.
.1* differ yard Bash (speed).-A 50 sard dash course m e  set tip on the 
m o d  surfaced reaming track around the hi# school gymaaftau It m s  
Impossible to no© m  outdoor straight course because of the winter 
weather daring met of the testing. Since the indoor track Is laid 
out on a tight curve, the tines were eoaevhat slower then they nor- 
aally would hove been.
Each participant began fro® beM d the starting line in a stand­
ing position* Upon the starter's eeacsml of ready - set - pp. he ran 
to a clearly narked finish line 50 yard® distant. The beys were In­
structed to not slew down at the finish line. Three stop watches were 
used on each runner with the riddle tine being considered the official 
tine to the nearest tenth of a second.
4. Squat Stand (balance) .-This woe probably the m e t  difficult to 
test, because so m a y  other factors eater into any of the body balance 
tests. The squat stand was the testing device usod and it was reoog- 
nlsod that strength end endurance wight cuter into the final score on 
this test, however this wa® felt to be the only practical tost possible 
In this area of fitness.
fro® a standing position on the flow facing a sat, the participant
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equated, placed his hands on the floor Inside of M e  foot close to the 
net with fingers spread pointing forward* The hands we#*© kept eli#tly 
m m  than shoulder width apart, and the elbow© were placed just lneide 
the knee®. The bey than braced with the elbow and pressed them into 
the crock behind the knee© between the calf and thigh* Keeping the 
head up and over the aat, he slowly leaned forward until hie feet left 
the flow in a position of consist© hand balance*
it the point of couplet© balance, the scorer started a stopwatch 
and recorded the tine until the participant lest M s  balance and touched 
any part of M s  body to the floor except his hands* A second chance was 
given if the first trial vm  not more than five seconds*
9* Treadmill (endurance) •-**<«* this area of physical fitness the tread* 
M i l  test was used. In this test the participant assumed a modified 
front leaning rest position with both hands on a oat, arras extended, one 
leg fully extended to the rear and the other leg flexed so that the knee 
was between the arm  and the thigh against the chest. Upon the corsoand, 
read? - go. the boy exchanged leg positions as rapidly as possible with 
both feet leaving the m t in a $m p type change* The flexed thigh had 
to touch the chest each time it m s brought forward.
The eoore was the nmber of eaoahangcs la one minute* Sliding of 
the feet did not count os on exchange.
6* Vortical Jura? (power).-The vertical jump or sometimes colled the 
Swtp and reach test vac used for tooting power. An eleven foot high 
blackboard fastened to a wall was used as a testing device*
®Mfe individual stood facing the testing hoard and with chalk dust 
on hie finger tips reached as high as he could fron a flat foot position,
18
and m d* ft narl' on the blackboard* He wa© then iwstructod to face 
©Idewaye to the vail and Imp firon a ©eiiA ■wenched position, and sake 
a mark at the peek of hi© jtnp on the blackboard*
The ©eer© on thie test wa® the difference in lads©© between the 
©tending reach and the jtenjdag peach noasured hr the ecorer with * 
yard ©tide, Sach boy tested was given two ohanoea without any pre­
vious practice and the beet ©cor© was recorded*
Each of the oocperinentftl athletic group© m s tested on the first 
day of their respective season© and then after m  farther contact with 
these boy© they were tested again on the day after their season ended* 
The noTwathletie control group was tested early in the fall, aad 
again 18 weeks later which represented a period of tine ©lightly longer 
than the longest coort© season* basketball. This group had no organised 
opportunity for physical workouts* except their regular two hours a 
week in the regular high ©chool physical education progrwa*
It should bo anphasised that the coach©© of the basketball, 
football* hockey and ©wiping too®© were instructed not to do anj 
©pedal type of exercise progrea ©pacifically designed to iiaprev© 
their athletes in the ©elected areas of fitnec©* oWwr than what would 
nornally be a part of their regular coaching progran*
CHAPTER I?
AftAEBJS OF DATA
This stud** was attajOTrrted In order to find out if a single eea- 
son *c participation in basketball, football, hookey or ewianing had 
any effect on tho actor fUnees of the high school athletes in Vir­
ginia, Minnesota. It further aat&axtA their performance-. with a 
control group of norwethletea who participated only in the regular 
senior high school physical education progress.
In order to determine these mater fitness changes, teats ware 
given in agility, balance, endurance, power, speed and strength. It 
then became necessary to analyse the data statistically to determine 
the significance of difference between the ac ns of the pre-season 
tests and the post-oeaaon tests.
Statistical Procedure
This study arsumed tho nail hypotheses in analysing the dif­
ferences between the nre-seosen mans and the post-season neanc of 
each group mentioned above. This hypothesis asserts that there is 
no true difference between the two man scores, and that the difference, 
if any, would actually be a chance occurrence of no significance.A
After investigating several techniques of testing the null
^Henry F. Garrett, 
York* hongaan®, Green Co.| 1955, p*
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hypothesis, it appeared that *tw technique for testing the signifieaaoe 
of the difference between mane derived fron correlated scores of ssaall 
eagles m e  the beat to m o  in this etudfcr.^  This teat detorr&nes the 
ratio between the m a n  difference and the eetinate of easpliag error of 
the m a n  difference. This ratio was expressed as ttt" and m s  cheeked 
to r eignifio&nce in a °t* table found In Mflllcaer't book, ftsyohologlqal 
ftatlotlca* The value of ”tn is proportional to the degree* of free* 
don (S-l) allowed in determining the relationship between the neaa 
differences? and the estimate of earepling error of the jaeon difference*3 
la this study, the nail hypothesis m e  retained up to the ,01 
l<m*l of significance, Inrt *tB values of *02 or *05 level of Bigaifl- 
canoe were reported to aid in coshering the different groups*
411 of tli® data and the details of the mthcmtlcal process em­
ployed la the statistical analysis are presented In Appendix B*
lauagsasa
The fide-etep Toot (agility)
The basketball group had a naan difference of 1*214 points be­
tween the pre-season and post-eeason tests, The eetiaat© of sampling 
error of -Use naan difference m s  *7156* This gave a MtM value of 1*544 
which indicated ao significant difference and the retention of the mill 
hypothesis. The naan eeore oa the pre-eeaaon test was 20 points, and 
the post-ee&eon mian was 21*214* This was the highest aean score on 
eit> er test for any of the tpxmjm, arid possibly indicated that there
2Quinn Mct'emr, PeycholOte-ical Statistics. Sew York* John Wilsgr 
and fonts, Inc., 1949, p. 10t>,
3Ibld.* 388.
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va® not a groat do&l of room for improvement over a period of short 
duration.
The football group had a swan score of 1A,#?2 points before the 
season and increased to a mean score of 17,230 points at the end of 
the season. This war a mean difference of 2,532 points. The estimate 
of stapling error of the mean difference was ,36, which gams a Btn 
value of 7,05, According to the *V* table this showed a significance 
of difference beyond the .001 lev®! and the null hypothesis was rejected. 
In the side-step test, the hockey group had a mean score of 16,182 
points on the pre-season test end a mean score of 16.62B points on the 
post-season test. This was a mean Increase of ,636 points between the 
two testings. The estimate of sampling error of the mean difference 
war ,261, The H w value from this ratio woe 3.164# which was hi# 
enough for a level of significance of ,02,
With a pro-eoason mean of 17,083 points and a poet-season mean 
of 19*083 points# the swtedng group had a mean difference of 2 point®. 
The estimate of sampling error was ,667, and this node a “t” value of 
2,099 which was significant beyond the ,02 level.
The non-athlete group had a aeon difference of 1 point, and a 
M a s  score of 15*666 points on the pro-season test and a eeore of 16*866 
point® on the post-soaooa toot. The estimate of sampling error of the 
mean difference was *378, The *tM value of 2*645 was significant beyond 
the ,02 level.
The lack of reliability on the basketball group*c scores was ap­
parently the reason for no significance of difference for their increase# 
despite the fact that it was a greater improvement than either the noa- 
athlete or the hockey group had.
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The f>quat Stand (balance)
The squat stand for balance proved to be quite unreliable as a 
testing device, and the inconsistency of the score® Hakes it difficult 
to substantiate the result® as a basis for any conclusions.
The basketball group had a man score of 8,093 ooconde on the 
first test and a mean score of 17,257 seconds on the final test, Al- 
though the moan difference of 8*344 quite a large iaproveraent, the 
essiimt® of ewqpling error van also very high at 3.686. Tills save a 
*tn value of 2,269, which vac significant beyond the .02 level*
The Hear* difference on the football squad's balance teat was 
,831* With an estimate of saapllag error of the aeaa difference of 
.932, this group, hr.d a *t,; valuo of ,892 and the null hypothesis was 
retained. The football group had a ae u% initial score of 1*615 second* 
and a m m  score ef 2,446 seconds on the final testing.
On the final test after the season the hockey teas did poorer an 
the average than on the initial tect. The neon difference was (-3*962) 
second®, and with a flonpilng error of 5*225 it gave & "tn value of 
(-.762), The null hypothesis was retained. Despite the negative awn  
difference the hockey players had the second highest nears score on the 
initial' tect, 13*345 second®. Their final aeon score dropped to 9*563 
seconds, which appeared to substantiate the poor decree of reliability 
of the balance test in this study*
The winning group had a ran score of 13*763 second* on the pre- 
season test and 21,433 second* on the post-season tect. Again the re­
liability o f the balance test »»i he questioned since one ©core <m the 
final test contributed largely to the estimate of stapling error of 5,213,
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The aeon difference was 7.65 seconds, end the "tf* value taws 1*467 which 
necessitated the retention of the mill hgrpothosle*
llthough there war & w r y  poor 3*34 seconds for a moan (score on 
the first test, the non-athlete group improved to a mean score of 8*54 
seconds, which repreeente a moan dlfforor.ee o f 5*2 seconds* Due to the 
relatively consistent satires the ectimte of garbling error o f the mean 
difference was quite low at 1*775, ana this gave a ntn value of 2.930* 
The significance of difference wae beyond the .02 level.
The Treadmill Test (endurance'
The basketball group had & mnan score of 128*214 points on the 
pre-eeaoon test and a mean score cf 138.928 points on the post-season 
test for a scan improvement of 10.724 points. Tbs estimate of sampling 
error of the moan difference was 2.370, and this gave a *tw value of 
4*466* The null bgrpothcels was rejected since this difference was 
significant beyond the ,001 level*
On the initial tost of endarance the football players had a mean 
score of 78.231 points, and on the final tost they improved to a mean 
score of 209.723 points. This represented a very high Mean difference 
of 31*692 points. The estimate cf sampling error of the mean difference 
vac .346, which gaffe a "t8 value of 91*595* This m s  highly signlfloent 
beyond the ,001 level and the null hypothesis vac rejected*
The mean improvement of the hockey group m s  17*72? points* The 
moan score on the Initial, tort was 116,192 points and cm the final teat 
133*909 points. The estimate of sampling error of the mean difference 
was 3*716* This indicated a *t° value of 4*770 and ih© null hypothesis 
was rejected because the significance of difference was beyond the ,001 
level*
The owteaAag group ale© had a w y  high man Iraprovctaent on the 
endurance test vith a score of S,333 points, however, the catlrate of 
sampling error of the m-jn difference was 6.229 an& this gave a aV* 
value of 1*229, This showed m  significance of difference and the null 
hypothesis was retained* The pre-eoaton m am score vac 129*417 points 
and the post season m a n  score was 137,75 points,
9» the first toot th© non»athlete© had a mean sew© of 106 points 
and on the second testing a assn score of 114*067 points was recorded* 
This gave a man isprevasaaot of S*067 points vhicb vac lower than the 
iaprovenent of the four espesriiaeatal group®, The estimate of raupUxtg 
error of the naan difference vas 1,S&9 and this gave ft *'tw value of 
4.271* The oignificanoe of diff«re*ic© m o  beyond the *001 level and 
the null hypothec is was rejected*
The Vertical Jump Tost (power)
Th© basketball group had a m a n  score of 23*929 inched on thft 
pre-eftftSfttt test and 24.679 inches on th© post-seanon teat. This was 
a man difference of .75 inches for th© group* The sstimto of aaapl* 
lng error of the man difference m s  ,566, and the ct* value was 1*325* 
This m s  not significant and th© null hypothesis had to be retained,
9n the power test the football players had a man difference of 
1*115 inches. Their initial wmm score ms 19*077 inches and the final 
m a n  roc re was 2D* 192 inches, Th® aottaote of ©aupliag error of the 
seen difference was .381, and the ‘'t19 value war 2,927* Trie showed a 
•significance of difference bey md the *02 level.
The hockey group had a aeaa score of 20,318 inches before the 
season and a neon a core of 21,273 inchoc after the season* This showed
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a m m  difference of #95$ between the two testings, The ©etlaate of 
easopiiag error cf the moon difference was #520# The Tlt" value was 
1,837, which vsuj not significant end thio required the retention of 
the null hypotiseeis.
The Bvimtxng group had a soon seer© of 21,8.13 inches before the 
season and a raoan secra of 22,333 inches after the season ended. The 
m m  difference between the two teste was ,5 of an lech. The eetimte 
of euatpling error of the aeon difference war .609, The "tF mine of 
,£21 was not significant and indicated the retention of tho null hypo* 
thssie.
On the newer teat the son-athlete group had a m*m score of 20,433 
Inchet; for the pre-seaeon test and a neon score of 20,533 inches for the 
posWeapon test. This represented a moan difference of *1 inch. The 
ettlaate of coupling error of the nean difference was ,491, The "t" 
value of ,0002 Indicated that the retention of the null hypothesis was 
neeecsor/, .
The Fifty Tard Dash (speed)
On the pre-season test of speed, the basketball players had a 
sfc’un osore of 7.614 seconds, aad on tho post .'Season test of speed they 
had a aeon sec re of 7*314, The neon difference between the two scores 
was *3 of a second, With an eetlaate of saapling error of the aeon 
difference of .057, the nV* value became 5,263, The significance of 
difference was beyond the ,001 level and this indicated the rejection 
of the null hypothesis.
The football group had a sjoan score of 7*646 seconds on the first 
test and a naan score of 7,608 seconds on the final teot. This represented
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a M i n  difference of *038 of * second* The ostimt© of cackling error 
of the m an difference v&i? .054. The aV  value woe ,704 which wee not 
significant. The null hypothesie was retained*
The hookey group had m an differ uioe *028 of a second between the 
pre-aeeeon man ©core of 7,472 seconds and the poetHaeason naan eoore 
of 7,445 seconds. The estiw;te of srapllnw error of aoan difference 
was ,091* The BtM value of *299 indicated t3a» retention of the rmll 
hypothesfe,
With a pre-esason man ocorc of 7*7 seconds and a poet-eooson 
mean score o f 7,517 seconds, the ewii-satng group shoved a mean differenes 
cf ,183 seconds between teats. The eetimte of stapling error of the 
m a n  difference was ,067, The *t* value of 2*134 vac not aiitnifioont 
and the null hypothesis vat retained.
The non-athlete group had a pre-coaeon m a n  score of 6,187 seconds 
and a poet-eoajion m a n  score of 7.96 seconds. The ncan difference be­
tween the two M o m *  a m  ,277 of a second. The estimate cf saspllng 
error of the mean difference was ,073, The "ta value of 3,109 was sig­
nificant beyond the ,01 level and the null hypothesis was rejected. 
Pull-Up Test (strength)
On the test of strength tho basketball group had a swan score off 
8,071 points on the pre-eeasen tost and a men score of 7,571 points on 
the post-season. This represented a wean difference of (-*5) of a point.
The cctimte of oaa^Zlag error cf the m a n  difference was ,511. The 
value of (-..OOQ9) was not significant and the null hynothools was re­
tained*
The jnro-ee&soa tost slewed a man score of 5,076 point© and the
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post-season tort bad a score of 5,614 points. The m m  difference was 
,538 of a point. The eetlsato of stapling error of the scan dlf- 
feronoe was ,312* The wtn value of 1,724 war not significant and 
oalled for the retortion of tb© noil hypo thiols,
'n the pre-eeason tort the horicey jpronp had a aeon score of 
10.182 points and on the post-season test a moan score of 10,727 
points. The na n difference was ,545 of a point. The estimate of 
sampling error was ,371, The "t" value of 1,469 vm  not significant 
and tha null hfro^hecls vac retained.
The swlrrdng group had a mean differ no* of ,24 of a point. The 
pro-reason test produced a mean oooro of 9,633 points, and the post­
season test rimmed a saoan score of 10.083 points* The ostlmte of 
sampling error was ,664* The null hypothesis uao again retained be­
cause of the "t* mine of ,372 which vae not significant.
The noa-athlete group had a mean score of 8,533 point# oa the 
initial test and a laean score of 8,666 points on the final test. This 
m s  a mem difference of ,133 of a point. The eettnate of sampling 
error of neon difference vac ,5%, and the wt* value of ,231 shoved no 
elgnificanee of difference so the null hypothesis was retained.
Table 1 and Table 2 oa the following rageu slxiw a ocaparisoa of 
all the group# need In this study in regard to aean scores on ore-, 
season and pest—season teste, wean difference and level of signlficanee.
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TABUS 1
mm omm at the ism difkeresce withTHE MKfcH SCORES AD tEVTL OF EIGMIFIGA^ E
Meen Score ?#aa Score 'Mean Lml ofGroup {Pre-eeaeon) (FoeWeason) Difference Significance
Agility foot
Football U.^2 17.230 2.538 Beyond .OdSwlisaing 17*083 19.083 2.000 Beyond .02Basketball 20,000 21.214 HL • 2X& JlfflTi®Bon-Athlot© 15.866 16.866 1.000 Beyond .02Hockey 16.182 16.838 .636 Beyond .02
Balance Test
Basketball 8.893 17.257 8.3U a&yoivi #U5£• visaing 13.783 21.433 7.650 itonatfofwAthlet© 3.340 8.540 5.200 Beyond .02Football 1.615 2.446 .831 *fea©Hockey 13.545 9.563 (-3.982) Wane
Eadcraaoe Test
Football 78.231 109.923 31.692 Beyond .001Hockey 116.182 133.909 17.727 Beyond .001Basketball 128,214 138,928 10.714 Beyond .001Svftnrdng 129.AT7 137.750 8,333 Iktm?s*n-Atbl«tc 106.000 114.067 8.067 Beyond *009,
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TABUS 2
torn OBDTR OP THE f«A?T DIPPER? OCF, WITH 
THE USAM SCORES AHD LEVEL OF 6XQHIFXQM8B
Me&a Score Mean Score Mean Lerel ofGroup (Pro-eoason) (Fbet-eeesoo) Difference Significance
Bower Teet
Football 19.077 20.192 1.115 Beyond .02Hockey 20.318 21.273 .995 toneBasketball 23.929 24.679 .750 HoneSvitr&ng 21.833 22.333 .500 NonetoiWthlet© 20*433 20.533 .100 '.tone
Speed Teet
Basketball 7.614 7.3 H *3 Beyond .001ton-4thlcte 8.187 7.960 .227 Beyond .01Swinging 7.700 7.517 .183 HoneFootball 7.646 7.608 .038 HoneHockey 7.472 7.443 ♦027 Hone
Strength Tret
Hookey 10.182 10.727 .545 SonsFootball 5.076 5.614 .538 'ton©Svimlng 9.833 10.063 .250 tone■lon-Athlet© 8.533 8.666 .133 toneBasketball 8.071 7.571 (-.500) tone
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The following illustrations, flgwre® 2 and 3, show the rela­
tione hip of the pre-eeaoon and poet-oearon mean secret* of all of the 
group® used in this study. It is evident froa these graphs that tbs 
basketball, hookey and mriwAng groupe started at a higher level of 
aotor fitness than the football group or tho ncn~athletee.
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Figure 2
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In tills study, four ©cperliaental groups of senior high school boys 
who participated la the intersoholastie sports of basketball, football, 
hoekay and sw&ndng were compared on the basis of their actor fitness 
changes oner a single season of participation, A control group of non- 
athletes, who participated only in the regular physical education pro­
gram, was also compared with the experimental groups In an attempt to 
learn whether or not iaterreholastle athletic participation would de­
velop greater actor fitness Sapreveasot, The non-athlete control group 
was selected Area the senior high physical education students by a 
method of random sampling.
The participant® were tested at the beginning of their respec­
tive sports* seasons end again on the day after their season ended* The 
control group was tested before and after an eighteen week period of 
regular physical education activity. The teste used were the side-step 
test of agility, the squat stand test of balance, the treadmill test of 
ojwiuranoe, the vertical jump test of leg power, the fifty yard dash test 
of speed and the pull up test of a m  strength,
Tha significance of difference between the pre-eeacon test and 
the poot-eeason test within each group was tested by the nt* technique 
for correlated scores tram email samples.
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The rwnlto of the toot indicated that tho football group hod 
the m o t  Imvovemnt In orility with a significance of difference be­
yond the *003. level* The basketball group had tho highest naan score 
on the final toot, but their m a n  difference was not significant*
In the area of balance, the squat stand teat prow? to be very 
unreliable and the scores were very inconsistent, so the results could 
not be need as a basis for any conclusions*
All of the groups shewed a strong Increase in endurance, with 
the football group having tho highest as*a difference of 31*692 points* 
The ewlmlag group had very high aeon scores on both test®, bet the 
estimate of smq&lng error of the neon difference vm  so high that there 
was no cdgrtlflo&ace*
on the vertical jump test of power, the football squad had the 
only significant difference between the two tests* This war beyond 
the *02 level* The basketball squad had the highest m a n  scores for 
both the pre-season tost and the poet-eeaaon test*
The basketball group had the highest naan difference on the speed 
test with an teprovonont of *3 of a second* This proved to be signi­
ficant beyond the *001 level* The non-athlete group was significant 
beyond the *01 level with a aean difference a t *227*
Every group eacept the basketball players showed c o m  increase 
in their m an strength score, but none of the differences were sig­
nificant*
S a M l ^ n g
The following concisions were believed warranted by this study*
1* There appears to be mr© opportunity for actor fitness
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improvement through interseholnstie sports participation than by 
participation In only the regular physical education program of Vir­
ginia Senior !Tigh School.
2. The basketball group bail significant Improvcrwit in endurance 
and speed. In the areas of agility and power this group had such h i #  
Initial wean scores that there vas probably not vrmh chance for sig­
nificant inereasee.
3* The football group had significant iaprovewcnt in the areas 
of agility, endtmmos and power* The overall actor fitness lnproswaent 
of this group mbs better than any other group* however, their initial 
seem no-res on all tests Mere generally lover than the other athletic 
groups.
4. The hockey group had a significant Bean isprol*B*»t in en­
durance, and evidenced the highest initial naan score in strength.
5* The swtmaisg group had a significance of difference beyond 
the .02 level in agility. This group had h i #  initial neon scores cm 
all teste and relatively goad irarapovenont between the two tests, but 
the lTMSonnlsteney of their scorer affected the eetimte of ssapllng 
error of the aoan difference to the point where the Increases could 
not be considered significant, except in ability.
6. The non-athlete group mda significant iisproveaent in agility, 
endurance and speed, but this group did not achieve the highest naan 
Increase in any area of motor fitness. Since their aeon scores were 
relatively poor on the pre-eeason tests, it appeared that their prospects 
for improvement w e  better than for the groups whose Initial noon par- 
formanee was higher.
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7, The experimental group® had the poorest results in the area 
of strength improvement which supports tho theory that Anerioan ath­
letic r do very little to improve arm strength.
8. The experimental groups appeared to improve met in the 
areas of agility and endurance. It should also be noted that, al­
though the inproveraont in vortical Jump was not highly significant, 
the mean scores were all quite high. This could be interpreted as 
evidence that previous athletic participation contributed to unusual 
proficiency in leg power*
7 ecoaraendat 1p;>8
The following recommendations were made as a result of this
study*
1* 1 study should be made on the effects of sports participation 
when tho experimental groups can be equated in accordance with accepted 
methods*
2* A study should be made on the conditioning programs of all 
interscholastic sports to determine how ouch the tyr e of workouts af­
fect motor fitness*
3* A study should be mad© on sport® as a motivational device for 
Improved physical fitness*
A* Further study should be made on how interecholaetic sport® 
affect organic capacity and physique.
5* Further work should be done to determine why strength in­
creases are so lou after participation in interscholastic sports. This 
type of study should Indicate whether arm and/or leg strength are factors 
in American sports*
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6* when using the squat stand as a measure of balance, the 
participants should be given a minimum of three trials and the score 
should be the average of the trials* There should bo adequate rest 
between trials*
7* An evaluation should be made to determine the m e t  valid 
and reliable method of testing Valance*
8, This study .gave support to the theory that athletic teams 
during the winter season reach a plateau of motor fitness beyond which 
they cannot Improve. In alX probability there were actually decreases 
in fitness once this level wan attained. The author feels that an­
other study similar to this one in nature should be wide to determine 
at what point in the season the peak fitness levels are reached.
This would he valuable to coaches and administrators in determining 
whether the winter athletic seasons are too long.
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1Area of Ceoparlsoni Agility
Basketball Prow
Pre-Season
Teet
J\j0t-fea#on
Tost |J M _ £
1, 23. 1. 22 1 1
2. 19 2. 19 0 0
3, 20 3. 23 3 9
4. 20 A* 27 7 49
5. 18 5. 25 7 49
6# 21 6. 19 -2 4
7, 19 7. 19 0 0
8. 23 8. 23 0 0
9. 22 9. 25 3 9
10, 17 10. 19 2 4
11. 20 H . 20 0 0
12. 18 12. 18 0 0
13. 20 13. 18 -2 4
U . 22 14. 20 •*2 4
f-D 17 £T?' 133
2The Significance o f the Difference between Means
Derived from Correlated Scores?, tvon S m ll Sarsples
T« * Qwttp Basketball
» n U  
£D « 17 
4B2 ■ 133
£
T> (eetiaate of Bsapling error of 5) * S
133 - m
* 133 -
* m * m13
« 112*337
9.643
•  b  2.939
* * giSB 
D 2.741 * .796
r (jaosua difference) m 17
5Z *  1.214
* * i J s ^ d S m ^ a e s L _____________ _ k(eetimto of saapllng error of ) *= .15
df
TS
TUI
*= 1.514
13
fot ripnlfleant
Significance of Differences
"t* at .05 level * 2.160 
•t* at .02 level m 2.656 
»t" at .01 level * 3.012 
" V  at .001 level * 4.221
3Area o f Comparisont A gility
Football Group
’re-ToaPon
Tort
Faot-Seaeon
Tort D D2
1. 15 1. 17 2 A
2# 19 2. 20 1 2
3. 15 3. 18 3 9
A* 13 <4# 16 3 9
5. 18 5. IS 0 0
6* 15 6. 16 1 1
7. 12 7. 16 A 16
8. 13 8. 17 A 36
9* 11 9. 15 A 16
10. H 10. 17 3 9
11. 15 H. 17 2 A
12. 17 12. 20 3 9
13. U 13. 17 3 9
£D 33 2D2 10A
AThe Significance of the Difference between Mnaa
Derived fros Correlated Scoree frcaa 5 m il Sannlwt
...... _ Group ■£gg&&tt.
» =23
CD = 33 
IP2 a 104
8 (eetlnate of eaapllng error o f ?  a 5£ 3D
f o T ^ I
___22w
s= 104 *
a 20.^31
* 2Df23112 * 1.6%
»  “\y T 7 6 E  *  1.298
V '
TF~TrpT2~
?!------ ---------------
V ~ F
* 1*29-«e*D 3*604 a .36 
D (nean difference) a 22
13 « 2.538
t a f? (map difference) ____ 2,53f
K^t^tSate^ol' ei^-lli^'etTor of ) « .36 * 7.05
D £
df = Ii*l a 22
Significance of Difference!
wt” at .05 level * 2.179
at .02 level 85 2.681
*v> at .01 level S5 3.055
n^ P at .001 lovnl ts 4.318
Significant beyond ^001 level
5Area of Comparison*______Ag ility
Hoekcy Grow
T*r»-Sea®<vu
Test
BosWeaecm
Test -JL-
1. 10 1. 18 -1 1
2. 19 2. 19 0 0
3. 16 3. 18 2 6
A- 15 A* 36 1 1
5. H 5. 16 2 A
6* 17 6. 19 2 A
7. 15 7. 16 1 1
8. 15 8. 15 0 0
9. 18 9. 17 -1 1
10. 17 10. 16 -1 1
11. 13 11. 15 2 A
£D 7 21
6fb* Significance of the Djff«reae» between Means
Strived fro® Correlated Secret firm fmll fonplee
*•«*__ fe&ljSL Group
H * 2X 
*D * ?
<«2 « 21
*1 (eatimte of cabling error of 5) * 8
XV w
* 4.455
l/T * *446
•  ”\ y  .44*?. * 667
S_ « .667
53!t * .201
1 (man difference) * 7
H  e .636
S (scandifference)
6 of' ttw^Sng errort * PJjF&.l=^E$EPSBl' «•0
df B !fcl « 10
Significance o f Blfferenec*
.636
) «  , io i «  3.164
" t f  a t .05 le ve l ST 2.226
«t"  a t .02 le ve l at 2.764
"t"  a t .C l le ve l ns 3.169
wt"  a t .001 le ve l B 4.587
Significant berond .02 level
IArea o f Cosrmriscn* ______A gility
Swiaplng Gtoto
Pye«£eagon
Teet
Pm W  eaeon 
Test D. D2
1, 15 1. 19 4 16
2* IB 2. 20 2 4
3. 17 3. 18 1 1
4* H <4# 17 3 9
5* IB 5. 21 3 9
6* 16 6. 20 4 16
7. 17 7. 19 2 4
8. 15 8. 18 3 9
9* 20 9. 18 -2 4
10. 19 10, 18 *►1 1
n. IB n . 22 4 16
12, IB 32, 19 1 1
ID 2J, £D2 90
8The Siprlficsinc© of the Mfferenoo between MoansDerived from Correlated Seoree froa Snail Sanplae
foot J & .U ! Z Oronp ..Svimlng
9 b 12 
il> * U  
^D2 « 90
8n (oetla&ta of snapllng error of 15) * 8
J LV 8
* 9 0  . m
12 e 58.6*7
' ■ * *  - ^
« ~ \ y ~ 5 3 %  *  » 2,309
K  n 2»309 5 3*664 « .667
B (aeon difference) =
e 2
fc^^tlaate of'IssfeSi^serw of' ) m » 2,999
f B
df t= r ui « 11
Eignifloanoe of Difference#
"t" at .05 level « 2,201 
•t« at .02 level * 2.718 
"t" at .01 level » 3.106 
"V» at .001 level a 4.437
MgaLflcant beyond the .02 level
9knrn. of C')njvirl‘:ottj Agility
^oa^thlete Group
Pre-8easoa PosWaaBon
T®ot Test P IT-
1. 17 *• 17 0 0
2. H 2. 13 -1 1
3. 16 3. 16 0 0
A# 16 4. 19 3 9
5* 15 5. 19 4 16
6. 19 6. 19 0 0
7* 16 7. 26 0 0
8. 17 8. 17 0 0
9. 11 9. 22 1 1
ID* 17 10. 17 0 0
11. H U. 16 2 4
12. 16 12. 19 3 9
13. 16 13. 17 1 1
H. 18 14. 18 0 0
15. 16 15. 18 2 4
*D 15 £ &  45
ID
the Significance o f the Difference between 'Inane
Derived fre® Correlated. Scoroe from Small Samples
T®8 t __ Group ;?on-Athlete
!f m 15
sr 15
^D2 * 45
D (estimate of sampling error of D) » S
W - ~ £ £ V
j Mt
« 15 - 22
5 « 30
U  = 2.143
”Y / “O Z 3 s= 1.463
S « * l  
D 3 = .378
D (mean difference) as 15
15 »= 1
t as D (mean difference)
S lestinate of sampling ei
5
df as BUl as U
Significance of Differencei
J  ’D
ss 7378 as 2.645
«tn at .05 level « 2.145
n^r at .02 level SS 2.624
"t* at .01 level as 2.977
at .001 level SS 4.140
Significant beyond .02 level
11
Ansa o f  Comparison* ; .Balance
Basketball Group
Pro-Tsaflon roat-feaeon
Test__  __ Tort___  P __Jr
1. 1.5 1. .5 •1«0 1.0
2. 1.1 2. 3.2 2.1 4.41
3* .6 3. 2.8 2.2 4.64
9.0 A. 23.5 U.5 210.25
5. 1.2 5. 3.9 2.7 7.29
6* 7.2 6. H.l 6.9 47.61
7. 2.0 7. 1.1 - .9 .81
8. 5.5 8# 55.5 50.0 2500.00
9. 18.5 9. 36.6 18.1 327.61
10. 1.0 10. 4.4 3.4 11.56
11. 64.9 n . 60.0 -4.9 24.01
22. 3.5 32. 8.9 5.4 29.16
13. 4.9 33. 21.6 16.7 278.89
U . 3.6 14. 5.5 1.9 3.61
£B 117,1 £P2 3451.05
12
Tho Significance of tb® Difference between Moana 
Derived fro® Correlated Score# frcaa Snail Samples
Tort Balance Group Basketball
W a U  
*D 117.1
fD2 3,451.05
8
f> (eetlmte of sampling error of D) = B
345l>5"« 1371275:.. . ^. u
= 3451.05 - 13712.41
A/
u * 2471.902
13 «* 190.122
» “\y^90,l22 e 13.788
HiD * * 3.686
D (mean differenoe) *= 117,7.1
T 4 * 8.364
8t = EL^^differpce) ............
S {eetimte of campling error of ) « 3.
5 B * 2.269
df ■ M  « 13
Significance o f Differenoe*
»t" at .05 level e 2.160
wtn at .02 level «s 2.656
nt« at .01 level e 3.02Z
"t» at ,001 level ® 4,221
Significant beyond the .0? level
13
Area of (te/mpaa&xQtn _ __Balnneo
Football flfou?
Vrv'&mmsn "’oflt~reason
Test D D2
1. 3.4 1. 5.7 2.3 5.29
2. 2.5 2. 11.5 9.0 81.0
3. 8.1 3. 1.1 7.0 49.0
A. 0 4. fK 0 0
5* 0 5. 1.2 1.2 1.44
6* 0 6. 0 0 0
7. 0 7. 0 0 0
e. 3.8 8. 6.0 2.2 4.84
9. .6 9. 2.0 1.4 1.96
1C. .9 10. 1.5 .6 .36
11. 0 11. .5 .5 .25
12, 1.7 12. 2.3 .6 .36
13. 0 13. 0 0 0
I'D 10.8 144.50
HThe Significance o f th e  Difference between Means
Derived fjon Correlated fcoren from Small Sample©
Test _  T alanco Group Football
*f « 13
*D m 10.8
4D2 * 144.5
&
f) {estimate of sampling error of D) « S
«* IM^.64, Y
3.605 
s 144*5 * 116*64
i n  » 135.528
12 B 11.294
= * 3.36
8 * 3.36
I 3 7 m  * .932
D (nean difference) * 10.8
13 * .831
t  * D
df ts &.1 e 12
Significance o f Difference*
_) * .932 
D
» .892
"t" at .05 level « 2.179
"t« at .02 level » 2.681
"t» at .01 level «s 3.055
"t" at .001 level » 4.318
riot Significant
15
Arm o f Connarlcoa* Balance
Hocker, Group
Fre-5 aacon 
Tost
Pbpt-T e&eon
Test D . o2
1. 9.0 1. 6.8 (-2.2) 4*84
2. 2.1 2. 2.3 0.2 .04
3. 2.0 3. 1.5 (-0.5) *25
A* 1*4 4* 7.8 6.4 40.96
5. 5.0 5. 6.6 1.6 2.56
6# 5.5 6. 2.1 (-3.4) 11.56
7. 103.4 7. 49.6 (-53*8) 2894.44
8. 19.3 8. io. a 8.5 '72.25
9* 0 9. 2.3 2.3 5.29
10. 0 10. 2.1 2.1 4.41
11. 1.3 11. 13.3 12.0 144*00
v > (-43.8) ID2 31S0.6
uThe Significance o f the Difference between Means
Derived fron Correlated Scores fron fnall Samples
Test Balance Group Hockey
H * 11
<D * - O . S
*D2 « 3180,6
8
D (ertivate of sailing error of T>) a S__D_
a 3006.196
T n  a 300.619
a “V y T o o V S S  * 17.325
B a 17.325 
D " 3.316 » 5.225
D (mean difference) a -43.8
11 * -3.
* * D Caean ^ difference)
D
df a 8-1 a 10
982
^f^a ce] _________ _  z2-2££6 . (eotlm to o f sampling error of ) »  5.225 « .762
 D
Significance o f Difference*
Hot Significant
"t" at .05 level a 2.228
"tn at .02 level a 2.764
■ V  at .01 level a 3.160
wtM at .001 level a 4*587
17
krm. o f UoTsoarieoRt Balance
Stflaaing Group
Pra-8 m m n  
Test
Post-Season
Test 0 .. D2 -
1 . 2.0 1 . 13.5 11.5 132,25
2. 74.2 2. 24.4 (-49.6) 2480.04
3. 26.9 3. 67.1 40.2 168.04
4. 2 .1 <4* 15.0 12.9 166.41
5. 22.0 5. 27.4 5.4 29.16
6. 9.0 6. 31.2 22.2 492.84
7* 8.0 7. 6 .6 —(1.4) 1.96
8. 2.2 8. 5.9 3.7 13.69
9. 6.8 9. 12.5 5.7 32.49
10. 2.7 10. 10.6 7.9 62.41
u . 2.4 n . 10.5 8 ,1 65.61
12. 7.1 12. 32.5 25.4 645.16
O 91.8 ^D2 4290.86
18
The Significance of tho Difference between Keans 
Derived fron Correlated Scores frosa Snail Sarsples
Test .ffijgpgL Group >vi;aaing
H * 12
*D «s 91.8
*D2 e 4290,86
D (eetluate of sampling error of D) * S
429^86 -  027,24 
12
I T
V
* 4290.86 - 8427.24
12 « 3588.59
* 3«ggtaU  * 326.235
V3 5 0 3 ?  ■ m .061
£ a 18.061 D '3.464 *  5.213f) (mean difference) *  91,8
12 « 7.65t  ss 5 (aestn d if fe r e n c e ) _______(eVTiaate o f eoj^ lin g error o f ) m 5,2l5 *  1.467
» 5
d f a N -l e 11
Signifies nee of Difference!
Vot Significant
*tH at .05 level » 2.201 
"t" at .02 level * 2.718 
"t" at .0 1 level • 3.106 
"t" at .OCa level a 4.437
19
Area of Coranarisoni Balance
ynn~vi.thj.eto Group
!¥e«f!eason Poet-T ©aeonTeat teet D D2
1 . 1 .6 1. 3.0 1.4 1.96
2. 3.5 2* 4.0 .5 .25
3. 8.0 3. 1.3 (-6.7) 44.89
4. 0 A* 1.8 1 .8 3.24
5. .9 5. 8.5 7.6 57.76
6. .9 6. 1 1 .1 10.2 104.04
7. .7 7. 2 .1 1.4 1.96
8. 1.8 8. 19.7 17.9 320.41
9. 5.9 9. 24.9 19.0 361.00
10. 11.4 10. 1 1 .6 .2 .04
XI. 1 .6 2.1 . 9.5 7.9 62.41
12. 4.5 12# 12.5 8.0 fc^i«00
13. 5.7 13. 6.6 ♦9 .36
U . 0 14. 1.3 1.3 1.69
15. 3.6 15. 10.2 6.6 43.56
78.0 *E2 1067.57
20
The Significance of the Difference between MeansDerived frm Correlated Scores frcna Snail Sanplee
Test Balenee Groun ?Jon~athlete
n rr 15
*D * 78
8D2 m 1067.57
D {estimate of stapling error of D) = S
1067.57 - oO
... 22* ■
W
« 1067.57 - 6£8£
15 * 661.97
* 661.97
14 * 47.283
= y * .283 * 6.875
s- E 6.875 
D J j m  * 1.775
f> (aean difference) ® 78
B  •  5.2
t SB D (naan difference'______ ______ 5.2
(estiliaat© 'of basiling error'1 of ) » 1.775 « 2.930
D 5
df B IWL a u
Significance of Mfferenoe*
■ V  et .05 level e 2.U5 
"t* at .02 level m 2.624 
" V  at ,01 level * 2.977 
nt" at .001 le v e l « 4. U 0
S lpnlfIcart beyond .02 level
21
Area of CQiapuri&on* Kodurumts
BeaVetbaH Croon
Pre-Saeeon FoeW oaeon
Te.t Test D
X. 130 1. 131 1 1
n 6 * 131 ?. 135 4 16
111 3. 125 H 196
A. 134 4* 153 24 576
5. 121 5. 131 10 100
6. loe 6. 132 24 576
7. 136 7. 143 7 49
e. 140 8. 151 11 121
9, U 1 9. 146 5 25
10. 149 10. H 6 (•3) 9
n . 119 *HiH 140 21 441
12. 129 12. 149 20 400
13. 120 13. 132 12 144
'A* 126 14* 126 0 0
i  D 150 2654
22
The Significance of the Difference between Means
Derived fron Correlated Scores frora £;a&U Saiaplea
Terfc Endurance Grow* Bagketha.il
SI * U  
a 150
^D2 a 2636 
S .D (estlmte of sampling error of B) » S
—
» 2636 - 22.500
” l4 * 1026.857
* 1026.857
1 3 ^  * 79*143
*  " \ /  79.143 *  8*894
S a 8J?
1? £
V
*= 2.377 
D (men difference) = 1
t a D
* 1C. 714
% ^
df = fW r 13
10.
Significance of Difference*
esuwpling error of ) a 2*377 a 4*507 
D
"tn at .05 level * 2.160
"t" at .02 level a 2.650
"t" at .01 level a 3.012
"t" at *001 level a 4.221
Significant beyond .001 level
23
Area of Comparison;____SadaraaMi
Football Q«mo
?re-feason B o # W  eason
Test Test___ D* 83 1 . 124 a 1681
2« 129 2. 154 25 625
3. 81 3. 125 U 1936
A. 60 4. 92 32 1024
5. 72 5. 95 23 529
6. 78 6# 99 21 441
7. 70 7. 97 27 729
8, 73 8. 111 38 1444
9. 85 9. 132 47 1209
10. 77 10. 93 16 256
1 1. 62 11. 94 32 1024
12. 88 12. 121 33 1089
13. 99 13. 92 33 1089
£ D 0 2  t lP - 13,076
The Significance of the Difference between KeaneDerived froa Correlated Scores fron Snail f aiaples
Test Knduranco Qrcrup Football
IT « 13
tV « -02
iD2 s 13076
D (eetiraate of sampling error of D) « 8
V
12 
3.60?"
« 13076 - 1-
"l?m  » IP. 7 ^
« 1.5a
* m 1.249
S_ « 1.249 
D 3V605 * .346
D (mean difference)
z w r m * -
vr
412
if B 31.692
* ® __________ _ _  51.692S (e*>tiaaU) of eej^ juing error of ) * .346 b 91.595
df a H-l s 12
Significance of Difference*
Significant beyond .001 level
"t" at .05 level = 2.179
"t" at .02 level x 2.6£1
■t* at .01 level * 3.055
"t" at .001 level « 4.318
25
Area of Corr>arlBoni Endurance
Hockey Grottn
Fre-f capon __Tact_
Po®W-eaeonTest1 . lie X# 138 22 4842 . iso U 8 28 784»- • U r 179 (•*1) 14» 93 4 . 137 44 19365 . 104. 5. 113. 7 496 . 104. 6 . 119 15 2257* 133 7 . 1/A 11 121* . UO 8 . 15« 18 3249* 94 9# 121 27 72910. 123 10. 139 16 25611. 111 11. 119 8 64
€D £ &  4.973195
26
The Significance of the Difference between MeansDerived from Correlated Scores fron Snail Samples
Test Endurance Group Hockgy
If * 11
£D « 195
2D2 * 4973 
S
D (estlaate of sampling error of D) » S
T T r r T Z
11 V
iO
" 0 5 T
s 4,973 - 38.02?
H u  • 1516.182
« 1516.182^ 0  . 151.618
a 1^ /151.618 « 12.321
S * 12.321 D 3.516 = 3.716
D (nean difference) b l§|
b 17.727
t b p (aean difference)____________ 1'
8 (ostlaaie of sampling error o i" '") «
S !5
b 4.770
df at M-l ts 10
Significance of Difference*
"t» at .05 level « 2.228
"t* at .02 level a 2.764
"V at .01 level m 3.169
"V at .001 level « 4.587
Significant beyond ,001 level
27
Area of Coraparleonx___ Endttranoo
Sytranirtfl Group
Pro-Season Post-Season
Tort Test D P*
1 . W - 1 . 149 3 9
2. U 4 2. 164 20 400
3. 135 3. 119 (-16) 256
4* n s 4. 156 38 1444
5. 130 5. 150 20 400
6* 114 6. 135 21 441
7. 112 7. 137 25 625
8# 112 8. 120 ft 64
9. 120 9. 147 27 729
10, 162 10. 111 (-51) 2601
1 1. 120 n . 120 0 0
12. 140 12. 145 5 25
€V 100 CD2 6994.
28
The Significance of the Difference between HennaDerived fron Correlated Sc arm fron Snail Sample®
Tost Endurance Group ’wiEE&ng
If *  12
t n  *  202
^D2 * UB2
&
I) (eotlmte of aaapling error of D) « S
\ L
U o2 - AQCfg V
X aS T"
■ 64B2 - 40804
32 a 3081.667
- asaijg11 a 280,152
a * \ /  280.152 a 18.114
b B le.h a  
D « 5.229
D (asan difference) » 100
12 « 8.333
% ’p w "  ------------  £j2 2». (e e tlm te  or saapli error of ) » 5.229 a 1.994
I B
df a U-l a 11
Significance of Difference*
Mot Significant
"t« at .05 level = 2.201
"t" at .02 level a 2.718
®t" at .0 1 level m 3.106
"t" at .001 level a A.427
29
Area of Cortparleom Badtyaaoe
Non-Athlete Qroun
Pre-T oae >a P©»t-£eason
Test __ Test „„D_ IT
1 . OQ# + 1. 117 13 324,
2. 94 2, 102 8 U
3. % 3. 115 19 361
A* 122 u* 135 13 169
5. 107 5. 120 13 169
6* 124 6* 122 (-2) 4
7. 93 7. 90 (-3) 9
8# 103 8. 120 15 225
9. 39 9. 93 7 49
10* 10? 10. 119 10 100
1 1. 120 1 1. 122 8 64
* f% Ainj| 117 12# 123 11 121
13. 39 13* 65 <-*) 26
H * 115 H . 122 7 49
15. 111 15* 132 1 1
i V 121 102 1725
30
Tho Significance of the Difference between MeansDerived from Correlated Scores from Snail Semples
Toot Endurance Oroun Ifcn-Athleto
n = 15
2D * 121
SD2 « 1725 
S_
D (ectlmte of sampling error of D) « S
V
« 7tf.933
U  * 53.495
* ^"53.49$ « 7.314
S * 7.314 
15 t m  - 1.889
D (mean difference) » 121
“15 * 8.067
t b 5 (rwan difference) ____________  £.067
5_( estimate ef MiVilng error of* ) » Oi®9 » 4.291
5 D
df = !WL u
Significance of Difference*
«t« at .05 level * 2.U5 
*t" at .02 level « 2.624 
" V  at .0 1 level » 2.977 
"t« at .001 level « 4.140
Significant beyond the .001 level
31
Area of Cospariaoni____ Power
BagVetMll Group
Ere-Seaeoii
Tert
Poet-Caaeon
Test 9 D2
I t 26 x« 25 (-D 1.00
2 * 21 2. 25 1 .0 1,00
3. 25 3. 24 (-1 ) 1.00
4. 26 4. 26 0 o.or
5. 20 5* 23 3.o 9.00
6. 26 6. 27 (-1) 1,00
7. 22 7. 21 (-*!) 1.00
8. 25 8. 24 (-1 ) 1.00
9. 26 9. 28.5 .5 .25
1C. 16 10. 24 6,0 36.00
1 1. 25 1 1. 24 (-1 ) 1.00
12. 23 12, 26 3.0 9.00
13. 23 13. 24 1.0 1.00
U. 22 14-• 24 2.0 4.00
10. > 66.25
32
The Significance of the Difference between Means
Derived fron Correlated Scores frors 'all Samples
Tent Bower Group Basketball
!f a 14 
iD a 10.5 
£02 * 66.25 
S_
D (estimte of sailing error of D) « 8
D
— i
■ 58.375
II ? = 4.4-90
a ■ y z . " ^  = 2.118
S_ * 2.116
D W  * .566
D (jsean difference) a 1010.5
14 « •75
t » D ( m an differ..noe) 
C^7*(e?timto of sam? 
D
df * M  e 13
Significance of Difference*
. Significant
) * ; 
r
.750
s»5oo » 1.325
"t*! at .05 level a 2.160
"t" at .02 levol sr 2.650
" V  at .01 level « 3*012
»t» at *001 level ST 4.221
33
Area of Goaj^rfjem {,v*v-g-
Footb&IX Grour>
Pro-Setuson
Tect
Foat-re**o* 
Test 0 B2
1. 24 1* 24.5 .5 .25
2. 25 2. 25 0 0
3. 23 3. 23 0 0
U i# 13 (-1) 1*00a
5. 20 5. 21.5 1.5 2.25
6« 18 6. 18 0 0
7. 12 7. 15 3.0 9,00
8. 20 8. 23 3.0 9.00
9. 17 9* 19 2.0 4.00
10. 21 10. 24 3.0 9.00
11. M 11. 14 0 0
12. 20 12. 20,5 .5 .25
13. 20 13. 22 2.0 4.00
*0 14.5 t t ?  38*75
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The Significance cf the Difference between Keane Derived from Correlated f cores fron Si sail feaplee
Teat 'over_________ _ Crown__Football
H b 13 
ID « U.5 
ID2 * 3C.75
D (estimate of sampling error of D) » SD
* 22.577"fffi
12 e 1.881
*  * ^ n r a i  « i.372
S _ a 1.372 
D 5!§>3 b ,3S1
D (mean difference) * 14,5
13 « 1.115
t » li (mean difference)___________ 1 .1 1 5S (eat3baa$e of sampling error of™ ') = .3$1 « 2,727
D E
df * fj- 1 « 12 *t« at .05 level ® 2.179
■t« at .02 level ■ 2.661 
"t" at .0 1 level » 3.055 
ttt" at .0 01 level « 4 ,3 13Significance of Difference1
Significant beyond .02 level
I*
Area o f Cow r^tcr.r Povtr
Hookasr Group
PWhfi^aasoa ?y» treason
Tect Tost P D2
1. 20 1 . 25 5.0 25.00
2. 26 25 (-1 ) 1.00
3. 22 3. 24.5 2.5 6.25
4* 18.5 4# 18 (-♦3) .25
5. 19 5. 20,5 1.5 2.25
6. 21 6. 20 (-1 ) 1.00
7. 22 7. 23 1.0 1.00
8. 20 8. 21 1,0 1.00
9. 18 9. 18 0 0
10, 17 10, IS 1 .0 1.00
n . 20 1 1. 21 1.0 1.00
ID 10.5 ^D2 39.75
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The Significance of the Difference between MannaDerived frexa Correlated Scores fro** Szaall S'-staples
Past Power Croup . . Hookey
H = 1 1  
^D * in.5 
^D2 a 39.75 
S_
D (estimate of sampling error of D) ** S
39.75 - 110.25 V i?
10___
' 3.316
55 39.75 - 110.2?
ll = 29.727
727
0 e 2.972
V2.973 * 1.723
* * h mD X m  B .520
D (aean difference) e 10.5
11 « .955
t = D (;mn difference)________ _____  .055
S~ l estimate of rswplinf? error oif" ) = » 1.837
U 5
df « S»1 » 30
Significance of Difference*
at .05 level B 2.228
at .02 level B 2.764
Bt* at .0 1 level B 3.1*9
»tW at .001 level B 4.587
Not Sjgnlfleant
37
Area of ftatprriwwtt **.wpir
kwlmlng Grout?
fro-*c 9«iicr foSt-SwetiiTffst Test P ft2
* 20 1 . 24 4 16
2. 23 2. 24 1 1
3. 26 3. 23 . (-3) 9
4# 22 A# 22 0 0
5. 26 5. 26 0 0
6. 22 6. 24 2 4
7* 20 7. 18 («2) 4
8. 18 8. 19 1 1
9* 23 9. 23 0 0
10. 21 10. 19 (-2) 4
1 1. 20 31. 22 2 4
12. 21 12 » 24 3 9
£D 6 ^D2 52
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The Significance of the Difference between Mteans 
Derived, froa Correlated r cores from Bmll Semples
Test Dower Group Swiraaing
N e 12
« 6 
£Da * 52
FD (estimate of sealing error of 13) * S
V"
n  « 4.455
» "Y/ 4.455 *= 2,110
8 b 2,11/.)
1> $.$4 b  .609
5 (m in difference) » 6
55 « .5
t ts D_(meann r difference)
r_(estimate of saapling error
df » M»1 = U
Significance of Difference*
of J  « 5
.600 m .821
at ,05 level sat 2.201
up* at .02 level » 2,718
at *01 lev*?! ss 3,106
at *001 level sr 4.43?
Hot Significant
39
Area of Ccwpariaoiis -tmot
Mop»Athleto Group
?r+JSm m m
Teat
PoeW>oason
Test D D2
21 1 . 21 0 0
20 2. 20 0 0
3. 23 3. 21.5 (-1.5) 2.25
4. 18 4* 22 4 16.00
5* 23 5. 22 (-1 ) 1.00
6. 22 6. 21 (-1 ) 1.00
7. 15 7. 18 3 9*00
8* 21 8. 22 * 5 1.5 2.25
9. 19 9, 17 (-2 ) 4.00
1C. 21 10. 21 0 0
1 1. 19 •3 22 3 9.00
12. 20 12. 18 (—2) 4.00
13. 21 13. 20 (-1 ) 1.00
H. 22 H * 21 <*!) 1.00
15. 21.5 15. 21 (-.5) .25
1.5 to2 5^75
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The SifT&flcanco of the Difference between MeansDerived firon Correlated ' cores froia Snail Samples
H =15
tD m 1.5 a -2 *  5 .75
8
5 (estimate of sampling error of D) = S
Test Power Group Hen-athlete
= 50.75 -
= 50.60
* 50.60
H  = 3.614
D (nean difference) » 1.5
15 = .1
t = D (?aean difference)
CTTe^tinate of sampling error
D
a  of ) = .4.91 = ,ooC2
5
1
df * 8-1 a 14 nt" at .05 level = 2,345
Ht': aw .02 level a 2,o24
•t« at .0 1 level = 2.977
Significance) of Differences *tB at ,001 level = 4.240
■ tot Significant
aAron o f o«ir«rifv,n» St^ w»d____
BAtikotball Gyouj./
engr-ri fwt - i L
1. 7.6 1. 7.7 (•*1) .01
2. 7.6 2. 7.3 .3 .09
3. 7.5 3* 7.4 .1 .01
7.4 4. 7.0 .4 .16
5. 8.2 5. 7.6 .6 .36
6. 7.4 6. 7.0 .4 .16
7. 7.8 7. 7.5 .3 .09
8. 7.5 8* 7.1 .4 .16
9. 7,2 9. 6.8 .4 .16
10. e.i 10. 7.8 .3 .09
11. 7.7 11. 7.1 .6 .36
12. 7.4 12. 7.0 .4 .16
13. 7.6 13. 7,4 .2 .04
I4« 7.6 H. 7.7 (—» 1) .01
<0 4.2 ID2 1.86
A2
lit® Significance of the Difference between MeansDerived from Correlated Score? from Snail Sarnies
Test __ Sroed Grown Basketball
I e U
D e 4,2
i)2 m 1.86
6.D (estimte of Basiling error of D) * S
V 8
* >60
15 a .0*6
*  .212
^ 212
D 57uT * .057 
D (mean difference) a A. 2
U  a «2
t t? p (near* difference)______________ .3
r.“' (ostlmie of" nailing error oF'J}' * .05? » 5.263
D
df a !*»1 a 13
Significance of Difference*
U 73
D
•
*t« at .05 level St 2.160
"t" at .02 level ts 2.650
"t" at .0 1 level a 3.012
"t" at .001 level » 1.2 2 1
Significant beyond ,0C1 level
oArea o f Cosrarlsom  Speed
Football Grottn
’Ye-Feooon
Tact
' o * W  eaeon 
Test 5 B2
I. 6.9 1. 7.0 (-.1) .01t'T. ® C.6 2. 6.3 .3 .09
3. 7.2 3. 7.7 («**5) .25
A. S.4 it 8.3 .1 .01
5* 7.6 5. 7.5 .1 .'XL
6. 7.9 6. 7.6 (-.l) * vX
7. 8.6 7. 8.4 .2 .04
8. 7.2 8. 7.4 .04
9* 7.4 9. 7.4 0 0
1C. 7.5 10. 7.4 .1 .01
n. 9.0 11. 8.9 .1 .01
12. s.o 12. 7.7 .3 .09
13. 7.5 13. 7.3 .2 .04
40 .5 fD2 .61
The Significance of the Difference between MeansDerived far's® Correlated Secres fron Snail Samples
Test Speed Group Football
n * 13 
£D » 1.4
=  *61
r*
D (estimate of coupling error of D) » S
V 5
* *61 1.96
13 * .459
« *459
12 * ,038
« ’\ y ~ M z  * .194
h n .294 
S t m  « .054
D (naan difference) » *5
13 » .t  «  ______f „ (eatiwit* of Sampling
m
df b  N 4  s 12
038
Significance of Difference j
.03S
J  - “  
5
« .704
«t* at .05 level » 2.179
•t" at ,02 level ss 2.681
"t" at .01 level js 3.055
n «  at ,001 level is 4.318
,yot Signify cent
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Area of Comparison* _  Speed_
Hookey Group
Pre-Season
Test
Post-Season
Test . S L ©2
1. 7*0 3L# 6.9 .1 *«a
2. 7,1 2. 7,0 .1 .01
3. 7.8 3 . 7.6 .2 .04
4. 7.7 4* 7.8 {—.1) ,01
5* 7.3 5. 7.4 {-.D .01
6* 7.4 6* 7.5 {<-•1) .01
7. 7.8 7. 7.1 .7 .49
8 . 7.6 8 . 7.9 (-.3) ,09
9. 7.4 9. 7.5 (.1) .0110, 8.0 10. 7,7 .3 *09
11. 7.1 n. 7.5 (•*4) ,16
£!> .3 ZD2 .93
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The Significance of the Difference between MeansDerived fron Correlated Scores fron Saall Sanplee
Teet S p e e d ____________   Group Hockey
N « 11 
tV * .3
^D2 « .93
S
J) (estimate of oakling error of Dl « S
D
* .93
.922
.092
* “\ / “^ 2  « .303
S_ « _*303 
D 0 5 6  a> .091
D (rasfin difference} » ^
.027
t « D (aean difference)______________ .027
f> (estimte of sampling error of" “) a »0§f a .297
5 $
df « H~1 is 10
Significance of Difference:
at .05 level St 2.228
at .02 level a 2.764
••t« at .01 level a 3.169
»tw at .001 level s 4.587
Mot Significant
aArea of Comparison* Sr>oed
Swinging Group
J^re-Teason
Test
Post-Season
Test , 8 D2
X. 7.8 1. 7.1 .7 .49
2* 7,3 2. 7.5 (-.2) .04
3. 7.8 3. 7.4 .4 .16
4. 7.8 4* 7.6 .2 .04
5. 7.4 5. 7.3 .1 .01
6. 7.8 6. 7.5 .3 .09
7. 7.5 7. 7.3 .2 .04
8* 8,1 8. 8.2 (-.1) .01
9. 7.7 9. 7.5 .2 .04
10. 7.8 10. 7.8 0 0
11. 6.0 11. 7.8 .2 .04
12. 7.4 12. 7.2 .2 .04
£D 2.2 £D2 1.00
The Significance of the Difference between MeansDerived froa Correlated Scores frora Snail Sonnies
Test Speed Grout) Swlaarf ng
V «  12
£D « 2.2
ID2 * 1.00 
S
D {estinate of sampling error of D) * S
1.00 - 4.84 
12 
H
V T
5 3 4
® 1.00 — 4.84
12 * .597
.597
I T ® *054.
* “' ^ r ^  * .232
S * ,2?2
D “5 3 4  * .067
D (mean difference) * 2,2
12 .183
t B D
S {estimate oi 
D
4f e ! W  a 11
m l .18;
error • r j  — .o<>7 ss 2*134
Significance of Difference*
at .05 level sr 2,201
«tn at .02 level 8 2.718
at .01 level 8 3.106
at ,001 level 8 4.437
,Jot Slgalfleant
49
Area of Coanarisont Soeed
'•SnW.thleto Qrqun
caeca
Test
FtoeWseaeon
Tost B . _ e i _
1 . <8.6 8 .3 .3 ,09
2. 6*4 2 . 8,2 .2 .04
3. 7.9 3. 7.5 .4 .16
4. 8.3 4* 7.9 .4 .16
5. 8 .3 5. 7.9 •4 .16
6. 7,8 6# 7.5 .3 .09
7. 8.9 7. 8.8 .1 .01e . 8.2 8 . 7.7 .5 .25
9. 8.5 9. 8,2 .3 .09
10, 7.9 10. 7.6 .3 .09
n. 6.3 1 1. 8.0 .09
12, 7.6 12. 7.6 0 0
13. 8.3 13. 8 .0 ,3 .09
14. 7.5 14. 8.2 (-.7) .49
15. 8.3 15. 8.0 .3 ,09
£D 3.4 £D* 1.90
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Tho Significance of the Difference between MeansDerived frcra Correlated Scores frora Small Semples
Test Snood
H * 15
£D B 3.4
fD2 » 1.90
S
Group ?fon~Athleteg
D (estimate of sampling error of D) « s
D
V
* h m3,/f cst ©OSX*  ~ \ y ' .r 8 l  as ,2Bl S ss
D 3*873 ** .073 
D (rlean d ifferen ce) ~ 3id
1 5  * •227
t at D jmean difference
T F - I T d) *
g
V*
df at ??«*! ss 14.
significance of Difference1
" '
.227
T rfi * 3.109
"t" at .05 level rs 2.345
"t" at .02 level » 2.624
"t» at .01 level 9S 2.977
•t" at .001 level 4.140
Sdgnlflsrant beyond the ,C1 level
51
Arm. of Coaparieon* Stya^ fth
Bagkotball Orotr
v-pd^mmn
7mt
-:3ost~f.«0U5ranTest D u2
1. 9 1. 7 (-2) A
2. A 2. A 0 0
3. 6 3. 7 1 1
A. 6 A. 5 («3> 9
5. A 5. 7 3 9
6, 11 6 . 6 (-5) 25
7. 5 7. 6 1 1
6* 10 8. 11 1 1
9. 12 9. H (-D 1
10. A 10. 5 1 1
11. 17 11. 15 (-2) A
12. 9 12. 9 0 0
13. 8 13. 7 -1 l
H. 6 H. 6 0 0
±2 (-7) £D2 51
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Tito Sijplflmnoo of the Difference between V m mDerived from Correlated rcores frost Smll Samples
Test Strength. Group Basketball
If a 14 
2D a (-7) 
tfi2 « 51
au»_ _
1) (estimate of sampling error of B) a S
A7 3 V
3.?a
a 5 1 - 4 2f i a 47.5
13 a 3.655 
a “Y / Y . T 55 a 1.912
S a 1.912
D 37721 « .311
D (rae&n difference) a (-7)14 *  (—.5)t  ® M-ffgronco^ - ............... ........... . (-.5 )
$ (estimate of eaagtlinR error of ) « .511 a ,0009
D 5
df * 3-1 « 13
Hot Significant
Significance of Differencej
«t“ at .05 level a 2,160
»t» at .02 level « 2.650
Mt" at ,01 level « 3.-12
Htn at .001 level «  4.221
53
Area, o f OwpatftMtti strength
Tootlaa.Il Grettp
Pra-x'jMisoa
Test
Post-F-aaeon
— .till___ D S2
au 32 1. U 2 u
2. 12 2. 11 (-1) 1
3. 5 3. 6 1 1
4. 0 4. 0 0 0
5. 9 5. in 1 1
t . 5 6. 4 (-1) 1
7. 0 7. 0 0 0
8. 1 8. 3 2 4
9. 8 9. 10 2 4
1C, 3 10. 3 n 0
11. 0 11. 1 1 1
12. 3 12. 4 1 1
13. & 13. 7 (-1) 1
ZD 7 CD2 19
%The rignlfloanee of the Difference between Means'Derived from Correlated Score* fron Small Samples
Test Strength Group Football
!f a 13 
£D * 7
*D2 a 19
D (estimate of sampling error of 0) a S
?.S05
s 1 9 -
a 15*231
« 15*23,1
~~32 a 1*269
\ r u m 1.126
8 a 1.126
f> 3^S05 = *312
D (mean difference) a J7
13 a .536
t a p  (scan difference) .538
S (eetlmte of c*aapling error of ) »
D D
df a ffc.1 a 12
a 1.721
Significance of Difference*
»t» at .05 level — 2.179
at *02 level ss 2.681
at ,01 level *s 3.055
«tw at .001 level as -4.318
Hot Significant
55
Area o f Comparison t _  _____
Kockoy Groa?
Pre-ieasca
1’C*’3
Poet-T cjftfiou 
i'eara D ...
1. 12 1. 13 1 1
2. 11 2. 12 1 1
3* 10 3. 10 0 0
4. 5 4. 6 1 1
5. 13 5. 12 (-1) 1
6. 10 6. 10 0 0
7. 10 7. 11 1 1
2. 13 8. U 1 1
9. 7 9. 3 1 1
1C. 10 10. 8 (-2) 4
11. 11 11. H 3 9
6 ^D2 2C
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Tho Significance of the Differ once betvoen HennaUwrlTed .from Correlated Scores from Smll Samples
Toot Strength Gronp Ifochey
K * 11 
£1) * 6 
2S2 * 20
S
D (eatiae.te of doling error of B) » S
2C «
I F
V ~ ”
3.316
* 20 -
11 tat 16.727
18 .^7g7
10 « 1.673
« t\ Z " l  *  1.292
e « 1.222
P 3.316 m .371 
D (moan difference » 6.
3 1  « .545
t = D (aeon difference
6 (7
I
df b  U  = 10
®g% S jje a jflw m t
Significance cf Difference*
•'■'I
 I
 » ® 1.469
"t" at .05 l«rvel e 2.226
*tr at .02 level b 2,764
' t" at .01 level b 3.169
"t" at .001 level m 4.587
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Area cf Crw-'a? Ison* Strength
Pre-SeasMs
Test
Post-Seaeoa 
Tast___ P
1. 15 1. 17 2 4
2. 9 2. 11 2 A
3. 13 3* 12 («»1) 1
4. 9 4. 11 2 4
5. 10 5. 6 (-2) 4
6. 10 6. 11 1 1
7. 10 7. 6 (*4) 16
6, £ s. 11 3 9
9. 15 9. 15 2 4
10. 6 10. 4 (~2) 4
n . 10 XL 6 (-2) 4
12. 5 12. 7 2 4
*0 3 *D2 59
Tfco SlgniflowQcre of the Difference between *NweDerived froia Correlated cores fron frail Samples
Tost __ Strength Group ■vltaBlng
If « 12
£D a 3 
£1)2 « 59 
S
5 (eetlrate of aaupllrg error of D) = S
y - r
* n  a 5.295
a '^ // 5^ 295 = 2.3
3_ * 2,3 
D 3.464 a .664
5 (mean dlfferer.ce) a ji
12 a .25
t » g. (m&a difference)_____b_ _(erttrato of sanpllngt err: 
D
df a -f-1 a 11
_j$>fc significant
Significance of Difference*
) a
5
4 }
7 eH a .377
»yj at .05 laval a 2.201
nfc»» at .02 level » 2.718
at .01 level s 3.106
■t» at .001 level ss 4.437
59
Arra of Cosrarlsam rtysnyth
ff<-r»~Athlet<> (Spout
Fro~roarm PoeWoaaon
__Tort___ Tost___  P , T>
X# 6 1. 6 (-2) A
2. 10 2. 6 (•A) 16
3. 7 3. 1C 3 9
A. 15 A. 19 A 16
5. 6 5. 6 0 0
6. r%7 6. 9 2 A
7. i rt * • 0 (**! ) 1
c . 10 e. 10 0 0
9. 13 9* 1A 1 1
10. 6 10. 8 2 A
n . 15 11. 15 0 0
12. 11 12. 10 (-1) 1
13. 5 13. A (-D 1
u . 5 U . 6 2 A
15. 10 15. 7 (-3) 9
ID 2 ID2 70
60
The Significance of the Difference betviwi Jfeaae 
Derive fro» Correlated Scores firm Snail ScmnSbec
Tort Strength Orettp Hon~Athlete
!f sr 15
it * 2 
«s 70
\  (wtflmte of m *AI i»  error of l ) * *
\ £ 5
J*
£
i3.873
* 70 - 4
H  «r 69.733
* &>*7?3
H  SB 4.961
k 2,231
r * 2t2?i
D 53>73 S .576
V
D (ooan difference) * _2
15 * .333
t a: 53 (wpfip. difference)
B
df *= M  SS 11
Significance of Dtff crane©i
Hot Significant
(,3.?3
»»
e ,576 « #231
.75 level st 2,145
»t* at .02 level *s 2.624
«tP at .01 level * 2.977
«*« at .001 level «s 4.140
